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CRITICAL ISSUES (critical, high severity): 0
Critical and harmful access for owners, user block ability, Bugs, and vulnerabilities that enable
theft of funds, lock access to funds without possibility to restore it or lead to any other loss of
funds to be transferred to any party.

ERRORS, BUGS AND WARNINGS (medium, low severity): 0
Bugs can negatively affect the usability of a program, errors that can trigger a contract failure, Lack of
necessary security precautions, other warnings for owners and users, warning codes that are valid code
but the compiler thinks are suspicious.
OPTIMIZATION (low severity): 0

Methods to decrease the cost of transactions in Smart-Contract.

RECOMMENDATIONS (very low severity): 0

Hints and tips to improve contract functionality and trustworthiness.

Conclusion:
The FarmHouse Game Smart-Contract were found to have no vulnerabilities, no
backdoors, and no scam scripts.

The code was tested with compatible compilers and simulate manually
reviewer for all commonly known and specific vulnerabilities.
So FarmHouse Game Smart-Contract is safe for use in the Polygon Network.
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Independent description of the smart-contract functionality
The FarmHouse Game smart-contract provides the opportunity to invest any amount in MATIC
(No Minimum) in the contract and get daily profit on investment if the contract balance has
enough funds for payment.
✔ Dividends are paid from deposits of users.
✔ The system used is similar to ROI with more sustainability and must be considered as HIGH-RISK. Do
always invest with proper knowledge and investigation.
✔ All dividends are calculated at the moment of request and available for withdrawal anytime.

Launch Date: Sat October 17 2021

Contract Owner Fees
Deposit (Buy) Fee:

6%

Withdraw (Sell) Fee:

6%

prj_1:

2%

adv_l: 2%
adv_2:

2%
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INVESTMENT PLANS
The basic interest rate based on the audit date is 8.1% daily.
● The daily rate will be changed based on the deposit and withdrawal of the other users.
● For example:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

if a user tries to deposit 1 MATIC token
he will receive about 765 farmers
farmers will produce 66,095,986 corn daily
daily produced corns are equal to 0.0809 MATIC token
the user can withdraw or compound it

Important
- The number of farmers to buy is likely to always vary with each new warehouse. As well as
the quantity of eggs produced and the quantity of MATIC that they will receive for them.
Referral System
This contract pays 10% referrals commissions over 1 level deeps
● Level l:

10%

Mysterious boxes
The contract has other functions that are executed after activating a deposit of 100 MATIC,
which generates random rewards of MATIC, PS TOKEN and adds additional FARMERS to your
investment (if not, it is taken as a first or new investment).
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FARMHOUSE GAME Smart-Contract Functions Essentials
● Constructor: initial plans, owner address and start date
● buyEggs: make a new deposit MATIC
● sellEggs: transfer user profit to exchange for MATIC
● getBalance: return contract balance
● buyPrize: activate mystery box rewards
● claimPrize: receives mystery box rewards
● getContractLaunchTime: return launch time
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DISCLAIMER:
This audit is only to the Smart-Contract code at the specified address.
FARMHOUSE GAME:
https://polygonscan.com/address/0xe13ec45Ab6FC83BA9f0C679B3cD497D506a7e83d#code

The audit makes no statements or warranties about the suitability or sustainability of
the business model or regulatory regime for the business model. Do take in
consideration that you are doing all financial actions & transactions at your own risk,
especially if you are dealing with high-risk projects / Dapps.
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If you are interested in developing/auditing Smart-Contracts, please contact us.

All official info available:
Website: https://www.powersoli.com
Telegram Channel: https://t.me/PowerSoli_Audit

